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Dear Family, Friends, Art lovers, Collectors and UT Fans, 
 
I hope that all has been well for you and that everyone enjoyed all the football bowl games!!!  I 
know that all the UT fans did! ☺   
  
Speaking of UT, I was fortunate enough (Thanks to Eddie for the little push) to catch some pretty 
shots of the UT Tower early one morning in front of the Littlefield Fountain.  I thought I would be 
the only photographer there that early.  Ha ha—I wasn’t!  I took my last shot before I heard the 
woman next to me say, “Awww.”  As I looked up to see what she was sighing about, I saw that 
the lights of the Tower had just been turned off.   Luckily for me, I knew that the last shots I 
captured would be the “ones.”  The sky was just changing from black to blue as daylight was 
sneaking in.  The tower was a brilliant, almost neon orange, against the new day’s sky, and the 
Littlefield Fountain’s spraying and still waters reflected these awesome hues!  I am very happy 
with the outcome of Rose Bowl 41-38 I, and Rose Bowl 41-38 II.  Both of these are available in 
Limited Editions of 200, in varying sizes.   Check out HeatherHarrisArt.com and click the link 
on the left under “Limited Editions” for pricing and availability.  Each edition number is printed 
onto Brilliance WR Matte Canvas in Epson Ultrachrome Inks using an Epson 9600, signed with 
the edition number, and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity.  If you like what you see and you 
want to purchase one, you can use the PayPal buttons, or you can contact me to make other 
arrangements.   It would be my honor and pleasure to have you become a collector of my work!! 
☺ 
 
In addition to trying to capture the perfect UT Tower photograph, I have been busy working on 
some new pieces and trying to get my work out there a bit.  Right now, I have pieces on exhibit at 
the Carr America Building in Austin.  They will remain on exhibit for approximately 3 months, and I
am so thrilled to have this opportunity.  If you want to go and take a look, the Carr America 
Building is located at the corner of 6th Street and Lavaca.  You will see my work as you step off 
the elevator on the 6th floor, and other artists’ work on floors 3-7.  Eye of 360, Apollo 
Illuminates Day, and Diminishing Into Night are on display right now, but, UT Power (an 
abstract from the UT photo), Blue Night, Skating into the Night and Untitled will replace the 
previous 3 once they are completed.  Also, on the bottom floor of the building is a cute little café 
called the Thistle Café. The food smells great, and if you do come to view the artwork at the 
building, you should stop in and have a bite to eat.   
 
As for the near future, I’ll be working on current pieces and choosing images for further Limited 
Editions.  You’ll see a variety of subject matter in these.  If you have any specific themes that 
interest you, please let me know so I might make them available. 
 
Thanks to my sister, Kristy, for the current look of HeatherHarrisArt.com!!!!  She has done a 
super job!! 
 
Have a super day, and I hope to be in touch again very shortly! 
 
Sincerely, 
Heather 
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Rose Bowl 41-38 I 

 

 
Rose Bowl 41-38 II 
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UT Power 

 
 

 
Skating Into The Night 
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Blue Night 

 

 
Diminishing Into Night 
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